Mach and Femininity

A1 51 opens with the witches—female characters
A1 52 Mach is described as valiant and courageous

A1 55 "unto me here," "come to my woman's breasts and take my milk for gall" "stop up the access and passage to remorse" "direct cruelty" Lady M
A1 56 "too full of the milk of human kindness" Lady M to H
A1 57 "have plucked my nipple from his bonnet's gum and dined the brains out" Lady M
A1 57 "dare to do all that may become a man..."
who dares to do more is none" "pity, like a naked newborn baby"
Harketh
A5 56 "she shows these diper hereupon" Harketh
A5 57 "I will not night thee"
"Macduff was from his mother's womb, unymned" Harketh

Appearance vs reality

A1 59 "Shame, hide you here, let not sight see me"
black and deep desires"
A1 55 "Learn that the innocent hovers, but to the serpent
baiting"
Lady M
A1 57 "False face must hide within the false heart, again Rom!"
A2 53 "Witch's dialogue in man's smiles"
 femininity
A3 51 "Agonize you with the secret sign" Mac
A3 52 "ke masque of the bloody				Mac
A5 53 "Macduff was not his mother's womb, timely Harketh:
A5 58 "Miss Judge's heroes do make Revelac" Harketh:
MENTION OF WITCHES-

Ambition

✓ A1 50 "come," with passions (sadness, melancholy) blood
✓ A1 53 "my secret heart break at my nose"
✓ A1 54 "let not light see my blacks and deep desires"
✓ A1 55 "wreak me not," "oh奈 without combination,
but without the likeness should ment it" Lady Mac
A1 57 "I have no spur to prick the sides of my is,"
but only varying ambition,
bloody insinuation, being taught, return to plague the innocent"
A3 51 "our heads in bloody stocks, deep"
A3 52 "we have searched the snake, now found it"
"O, full of scorpions is my mind, dear wife!"
A5 56 "I will not yield to be set on the ground before me"
88 young Mac's feet"